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Design and Fabrication of the Cryostat for the
Floating Coil of the Levitated Dipole
Experiment (LDX)
A. Zhukovsky", M. Morgan', D. Gamier', A. Radovinsky', E. Smitha, J. Schultz', L. Myad, S.
Pourrahimi",J. Minervini"

Abszracr-- The Levitated Dipole Experiment (LDX) is a
new, innovative magnetic confinement fusion experiment
being designed and installed in collnboration with
Columbia University at the Massachusetts Institute uf
Technology (MIT). The primary objective of the
experiment is to investigate the possibility of steady-state,
high-beta plasma confinement with near cl~ssicaltransport,
The main component of the experiment is a levitated
cryostat with a 5.7 T Nb3Sn superconducting magnet,
housed in an lnconel high prcssnre helium vessel. The
pressure vessel is surrounded by a large thermal mass
radiation shield and an outer vacuum shell, all of wIiicIi ate
inagnctically levitatcd inside a much larger vacuuin
chamber. The cryostat, now under construction, is
described in this paper. The cryosht keeps the magnet
temperature between 5 and 10 K during 8 hours of levitated
operation. A IOW
heat leak support system for the helium
vessel and the shield is dcsigncd to withstand impact
forces of 10 g in casse of B levitating failure. The helium
vessel is filled to 125 atm at room temperature with 1.4 kg
of helium. The helium vessel and the shield are equipped
with R tube heat exchanger for initial nitrogen magnet
cooling and daily helium re-cool ffom a high of 20-25 K
back down to 5K,This cooling system uses hermetically
sealed, retractable cryogenic transfer lines when the cryostat
is resting in the bottom charging station of the LDX
vaciiurn chamber. The magnet is charged and discharged
inductively by an outer charging magnet.

I. INI'KODUCTiON
The levitated cryostat is a toroidally-shaped dewar that
serves EIS a housing for a 5.7 T magnet. It's function is to
kccp the magnet temperature between 5 and 10 K during
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approximately 8 hours of levitated operation during which
time there me no cryogenic connections to the cryostat.
The cryostat is placed in a large vaciium chamber with E
vacuum of IO4 - 10.' torr during normal operation. The
cryostat i s able to operate with its outside pressure ranging
from vacuum to normal pressure. The magnet is wound on
a stainless steel form and then it is nested in the Inconel
625 helium vessel. The helium vessel is surrounded by 8
lend radiation shield with a large thermal mass, which
follows the concept developed in a previous levitating ring,
the FM-1 of Princeton [ I , 21. The shield is covered with a
thermal insulation (MLI), which is surrounded by an outer
stainless steel vacuum shell. Vacuum in the space between
the liclium vessel and thc vacuum shell is better than lo-'
torr. The LDX experiment and facility are described in [3]
and the levitated magnet in [4]. The cryostat with a
levitated cryostat mass between 545 and 585 kg, is now
under construction at Ability Engineering Technology.
11. OVsKVlEW

The helium vessel is initially pumped out, purged with
helium gas, filled at room temperature with pure helium,
and then hermetically sealed by a miniature valve locatcd
at the end of the 811 line in the cryostat fit1 port. The
maximum helium filling pressure corresponds to 125 atm
at 300 K. This approach is similar to that of the previous
LLNL Levitron IS]. A tube heat exchanger is used fcs
initial magnet cooling and for nightly re-cool from
intermediate temperatures. The heat cxchangcr i s located
inside the helium vessel with its vent line penetrating the
vessel and thermally attached to the shield. Both ends c%
the heat exchanger are connected to rooin temperature ports
in the vacuum shell. Thc heat exchanger is used also to
warm up the magnet to 18-20 K during coil electrical
discharging-charging operations.

While the cryostat is being cooled, it rests in the bottom
of the LDX vacuum chamber in a special section assigned
as a "charging station". Retractable inlet and outlct
cryogen transfer lines are connected to the cryostat inlet and
outlet ports. Cold gas and then liquid nitrogen flow
through the hent exchanger for initial cooling of the helium
8 2000
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Iicliuiti vcssel Is wrapped
fiw ;I hciicr reflection.

with an aluminum adhcsivc tape

The cryostat cross section is sliown in Fig. 2. Thc
radiation shield is a torus with R clearance of 5 m m to the
helium vessel. l t is a multi-layer stnictiire of stainless steel
(or hrlorrcl), coppcr, and lead, bonded together and then
covered at both iiincr and outcr sides with an aluminum
adhesive tnpc far a better emissivity. The shield consists of
two halves, firmly connected at their inner and outer
equatorial circles. The shield is supported by six I O m m
diamctcr gless balls installed at the top and 6 balls at the
bottom of thc helium vessel inner part. The shield outer
part is supported by the vacuum shell support system. TWO
shicld halves we cooled by two parallel loops of IX'
flattcncd copper tubes soldcrcd to the shield structure. The
mass of 2 m m thick lead of the shield is about 50 kg and
ihe full mass of the shield is close to 60 kg to provide the
required thermal mass and operation time between IP
cooling. Technological models of tlic shield arc under
consideration now. The sliiclrl design will bc titinlized &r
thermal cycling and completion of load tests to bc
performed on models.

collision and not cawc n plastic defonnation of thc vacuiiin
vcssel. Thc 3 I6L sliull is welded with weld rod LR 3 I O to
avoid infliiciiw of riiagnelimtion of thc stainless steel w e l d s
on the field uniformity in the plasma surrounding the
cryostat. This material provides il magnctic penneability of
welds of I .02- I.OS at room temperatorc, which is acceptable
for the plasma experiments. A circular lirting disk is welded
to thc upper part of the cryostat. The outer surface of the
cryostat has brackets for a metal ring, which w i l l bc
installcd, when the cryostat is dclivcrcd to MI1'. The ring
will be machined after cryostat assembly with respect to tlic
magnetic axis and cquatoriat plane of the magnct to provide
damn surfnces for a laser position and tilt control system.
A plasma limiter can be attached later to the outer
equatorial perimeter of thc vacuuin shell. The limiter
protccts the cryostat surfacc agahst contact with the hot
plasma. The OD of the ring is 1140 mm and the radial
cryostat OD-to-charging station wall clear" is about 3
mm. The equatorial ring and the lifting disk are used for the
final cryostat balancing around the vertical axis by
removing some material.
The cryostat outer surface is made with the objective or a
minimum emissivity of 0.7 at 300 - 360 K to irradiate
energy to the room temperature LDX vaciiiiin chamber wall
between plasma shots. The maximum temperaturc of the
outer cryostat wall during plasma operation increases From
room temperature to 350 K aftcr a couple vfhours. The Rnaf
method For covering the cryostat surface with a high
emissivity film is not yet determined. Possible candidates
include a flnme sprayed chrome oxide coating or a plasma
sprayed coating of 13% titanium dioxide - 87% aluminum
oxide, which provides emissivity greatcr than 0.75 at 10
pm wavelength.
The helium vessel

Fig. 2. Cryostat cross section schematic.
1 - magnet; 2 - heat exchanger; 3 gusset; 4 - helium
vcssel; 5 - radiation shield; 6 glass ball shield support; 7
vacuum shell and shield suppor~;8 side bomper; 9 vacuutn shell; I O - MLI: I 1 - lifting disk; 12 - laser beam
control str~ctiire:13 - vncuiirn sliell ring.
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vacuum shell support system carries

the helium vessel and thc shield weight (about 500 kg)
with the cryostat resting in the charging station or hanging
on a lifting device. It carries mostly only the vacuum shell
weight during the levitation mode (82 kg app.). Supports
are designed to withstand impact forces o f I O g at any angle
without functional damage of the cryostat The system
consists of 10 top and I O bottom supports and hvo rows of
IO side bumpers. The neighboring rows of supporthumpers
are located in chess-board order around the vessel.
Cryogenic supports of fiberglass (G-IO) are usually better
thermal insulators than the metal shim stacks. In the LDX
application the support nonnal pressure is low but the
support must survive very high occasional pressures ( I 0 6
shocks) accompanied by a short time high heat leek without
mcchanicd failure. tn this case thin hard mctal shim stocks
provide the lowcst normal operating tieat leak [SI.
Each s u p p o d bumper consists of two stacks of hard Inconel

X-750disks attached to bath sides oFa plate, which is then
The 3.2 nim thick 3 16L stainlcss steel vacuuni shell of the
cryostat is closc to a circular cross section torus which
creates ilcrescent shaped gap around the shield. Tlic gz3p is
fillcd with M1.l. TWO halves of the shell are made by
computerized mctal spinriing to meet cryostat tolcranccs.
'l'hc shclls 'are welded IO the equatorial reinforccmcnt outer
ring at the OD, and at the [Dt h q 3rc welded together. The
support ring is strong enough to survive a cryostat side

connected with the shield. The I 4 mm diameter disks LUE
about 0.1 rnin thick and sand blasted on both sides. Thc
nicctianical analysis indicatcs that a 50 tiin1 diameter pad.
welded to the inside of the vaciium shcll opposite to the
side bumper is requircd to prevunt shell damagc at n
collision Forcc ofabout 37 KN per buiriper, which is 75% uf
thc full I O g load. Smaller rciIiforcemeiit pads arc welded
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thc shicld to abaut 80 K. f h c n the heat cnchnnger and
tronst'cr lints are pumped uut, purged with helium gas, Jnd

the helium vessel is coolcd down to 5 K by liquid helium
flow. Simulmneously, rhe shield is coolcd to about I O K.

The ievitated magnet is charged inductively when in the
charging station. After all LDX systems are wady fix
plasma experiments, the outer "fer
lines and
instrumentation connection to the cryostat are remcted. A
mechanical system lifts the cryostat to a working position
inside the vacuum chamber, roughly 1.5 m from the
chamber bottom. Levitation magnets outside the vacuum
chamber are energized to clectro-magnetically support and
control the position of the floating magnet and the cryostat.
The mechanical system is then retncted for plasma
operation. When the experiments are finished (in 8 hours or
less), the mechanical system lowers the cryostat to the
charging station. Rollers in the charging station floor m

used to align vacuum shell ports with corresponding ports
io the floor. The cryoslat is fxed on this position in the
charging station by a positioner pin which is locked in a
mating hole of the cryostat bottom. A retractable
instrumentation connector is connected to a mating
connector in the cryostat to monitor helium vessel and
shield temperatures. The retractable vacuum rubes and
transfer lines are then connected to the cryostat heat
exchanger inlet and outlet ports. and the liquid helium recooling (or coil discharging) cycle begins if it is necessary.

overpressurc o f the vessel. Top and bottom vessel halves
are made of pipc h;ilf-elbowr with four halves wcidsd 10
form a half torus. Thc cold Formed Inconcl 625 half-elbows
used for the vessct are made From IO IPS Schedule 40 pipe
elbows with a major radius OF IS" (38 I mm), nominal outer

diamerer of the pipe IO 3/4" (OR 136.5 mm), and wall
tbickness 0.365" (9.27 mm). ll-e helium vessel welded
from standard prefabricated elbows is significantly less
expensive than a vessel made by any other technology.

The vesseI wall thickness should be minimized to reduce
the levitating mass.For the minimum allowable weld (and
wall) thickness the Pressure Vessel Code requires full
radiographic inspection of vessel wall welds, which can be
done for vessel halves, The magnet of about 265 kg i s
installed into the boctom shell, then covered with the top
shell (with adequate magnet supports).
Two final
equatorial top-to-bortom welds form the final closure seams
of the hermetic helium vessel. For the f m d vessel closure
seams the ultrasonic examination may be substituted for
radiography, which is othenvise impossible in our design.
The vessel m a s with tho magnet is in the range between
395 and 435 kg depending on a fmal vessel wall thickness.
which we will Iq to machine to the allowabIe minimum.
Windino Form

Radiaffon Shleld

In the case of a magnet quench or a conuol failure during
the levitation mode, the cryostat will crash downward
and/or to the side. A special system serves to catch the
cryostat and protect it &om a rigid impact with the vacuum
chamber walls. A low heat leak suppoit system of the

helium vcsset and the shield is designed to withstand
impact forces of 10 g. It consists of glass ball supports
located between the helium vessel and the shield. Stacks Cf
thin Inconel shims are used as supports and side bumpers
between the helium vessel and the vacuum shell, These
supports art designed to hold the weight of supporting par"
and to maintain the gaps between the cryostat shells a well
as withstand the impact forces of 10 g. SpeciaI s u p p m
prevent rotation of the vacuum shell with respect to ~e
helium vessel.

Fig.{. Helium vessel cross section.
The helium vessel cross section (half of torus) is shown in
Fig. I . Main dimensions of the cryostat toms are ID = 4-18
mm; OD = 1120 mm; minor ad about 348 mm. The
helium vessel is a round cross secrion toroid with a major
diameter of782 mm and a minor outer wall diameter of274
m m . ? 3 h e vessef contains a seskd volume of about 76
liters, bllsd with helium, which serves as a cooling
reservoir during magnet operation. The vessel is under hish
pressure at room temperature and it is designed. and will k
certified according to the ASFIE Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. Pressure relief is not nrrdrd either &er quench or at
mom iempznturc storage. The vessel has h.xe
penetrations: inlei and outlet of the heat rxchmnger 3t
bottom ports and I helium fill tube at the top port. The fill
line is provided wirh J burst disk ro avoid an accidennl

Ten radial gussets, each of two halves, provide the magnet
support inside the cryostat. The magnet is clamped behveen
two gusset halves by threaded rods with nuts. The heat
exchanger in the vessel is a 3/8" stainless steel rube about
20 m long. The tube makes four circumfcrentiat loops at the
top and four loops ar the bottom of rht vessel. About half d
tube length is bnzed to the masner Fom wall. The adier
half has copper fins b m e d to the s i m l rube to increase hear
m s f e r l o helium gas in the vessel, The hetiurn vessel in
the cryostat is surrounded by a high vacuum (residual g s i s
helium), bcner than IO" torr. During LDX c x p h n z n t s the
vessel tempenture will be cycIin2 bcnveen 5 and 25 F; as
the helium pressure cyclss behvtrn I .4 and 10.0 ann. once
per day. T h e aperating temperature otthe magnet is 5 - 10
K with helium p r e s s m in the vessel 1.4 3.5 am. The
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opposite the top and bottom supports. I h c to a stnictural
diffcrcntial contraction therc is a I.6 - 2.0 inm gap between

thc bumpers and vacuum shell at operating temperatures.
Top and bottom supports arc thermally anchored to the
shield for heat interception. Thc dcsign provides a very IOW
hcat leak to the cryostat cold parts at low levitating and
resting loads. The average heat leak to the helium vesscl
(8.0 K) from the vacuum shclf (320 K) through the support
system at a shield temperature of 45 K is estimated as 0.27
W.To the shield for thc same temperatures it is about 2.7
W.

Four RTD ccrnox thermomctcrs are epoxied to the outer
surface of the helium vessel and four to the shield for
tempemture control when the cryostat is resting in the

charging station. During initial cooling if the temperahire d
the He vessel/shield is above 140 K, a differential
temperature between the cold nitrogen inlet and the helium
vesselhhietd shall be below 50 K. This constraint is
required to avoid large thermal stresses it1 the heat
exchanger and its interface with cryostat parts, especiaIly
with the shield.

The estimated cryostat thermal performance is shown in
Fig.3. The cryostat warming process is considered from an
initial h e h m vessel temperature of 5 K, shield temperature
OF 10 K, and for a gradual change of vacuum shell
tcrnpenture from 300 to 350. I n about 9 hours the magnet
and helium vesscl temperature reaches IO K and the shield
tempemhire increases to 73 K. I O K is the maximum
working temperature of ihe tnngnet after which it should k
discharged inductively or re-cooled by LHe flow through

are now undcr fabrication, According to the schedule the
hclium vessel with thc cncloscd magnet will be assernbled
and certified as an ASME Pressure Vessel in spring of
2000. The cryostat should be finished in fab!ication and
operational in summer of 2000.
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Fig. 3 . Helium vessel and magnet tcmpcratiire and heat leak
in the cryostat.
V. CONCLIMONS
A design of the levitating cryostat of about 550 kg for the
floating magnet of the LDX has been described. The
cryostat should provide close to a 9 hour period of magnct
operation without external cooling. The low hcnt leak
cryostat support system is designud to withstand up to I O g
crash-col1ision load. The heIium vessel and cryostat parts

